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Honeywell Dolphin 70e handheld mobile computer
(70E-LW0-C122XE2)
70E-LW0-C122XE2 Android 4.0 ICS, Software Definable Radio (GSM, voice and data),
GPS, 802.11a/b/g/n, 1D/2D Imager (HI2D), 1.0 GHz Single-core, 512MB/1GB/1GB SD
Memory, 5MP Camera, BT 2.1, Extended Battery 3,340 mAh, WW English, USB Charger,
IP67
PDF generated on: 18 June, 2018

Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 808.31 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 169.75 €

Product details:
Product code: 70E-LW0-C122XE2
EAN: 5054484778837
Manufacturer: Honeywell

978.06 €
* VAT included
The Dolphin 70e, Honeywell's latest enterprise digital assistant, successfully marries the size, style and usability of a
consumer device with the reliability and longevity of a traditional rugged hand-held. Engineered with premium materials
and clean lines, the form factor of the Dolphin 70e elegantly lends itself to personal device usage while also meeting the
challenges found in the unpredictable surroundings of the mobile enterprise.
Along with the aesthetic details, the Dolphin 70e was also built to deliver years of reliable operation. Incorporating
Corning® Gorilla® Glass, the device's touch screen is exceptionally resistant to damage. The Dolphin 70e can be
operated in extreme temperatures as low as -20° C (-4°F) minimizing downtime associated with conditions.
Main specifications:

Display
Display diagonal:
Display resolution:
Touchscreen:

4.3 "
480 x 800 pixels
Y

Memory
Internal memory:
Internal memory type:
Compatible memory cards:
Flash memory:

512 MB
RAM
MicroSD (TransFlash),SDHC
1024 MB

GPS Performance
GPS (satellite):

Y

Software
Operating system installed:

Android 4.0

Wireless LAN features
Wi-Fi:
Wi-Fi standards:
Security algorithms:

Y
IEEE 802.11a,IEEE 802.11b,IEEE 802.11g,IEEE 802.11n
CCX v4,EAP-TLS,LEAP,MD5,PEAP,TKIP,WEP,WPA-PSK

Data transmission
Bluetooth:
Data network:
Bluetooth version:

Camera

Y
GSM
4.0

Built-in camera:
Megapixel:
Auto focus:
Built-in flash:

Y
5 MP
Y
Y

Audio
Built-in microphone:
Speakers:

Y
Y

Ports & interfaces
Headphone outputs:

1

Operational conditions
Storage temperature (T-T):
Operating temperature (T-T):

-25 - 70 °C
-20 - 50 °C

Power
Battery capacity:
Battery technology:

3340 mAh
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)

Weight & dimensions
Weight:
Width:
Depth:
Height:

244 g
73 mm
134 mm
23.9 mm

Technical details
Colour of product:
Vibrating alert:
International Protection (IP) code:

Black
Y
IP67

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

